‘Floatility is the easiest and most convenient short distance urban mobility solution.'

Oliver Risse, Founder + CEO
worlds’ lightest electric vehicle network solution

image shows 5th prototype E-Floater
Weight, robustness and convenience matters. Leading industry cooperation on ultralight weight electric vehicles.
Ultralight weight electric vehicle E-Floater following European safety standards for E-Bikes and Segway.

- safety features
- front and rear lights
- side reflectors
- two independent breaking systems
- bell
- integrated locking system
- GPRS real-time tracking
- geo-fencing
- speed control
- self balancing
- foldable
Taking the best out of two most successful sharing economy models to develop our own proprietary network solution.

Short distance sharing vehicles

Free floating sharing vehicles
‘Floatility’s zero emission electric vehicle network solves the „last mile“ problem, bridging the gap between peoples’ homes or work and public transport.

Andreas Balzer, Chairman Avalerion Capital, Seed A investor